
* Ready to use

* No added colour

* No preservatives

* No added flavour
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Purée
Seduces for the flavour
Conquers for the practicality



* Ready to use
* No colourants added
* No preservatives
* No artificial flavours

Advantages Inspirations

Storage
9x1kg doypack with 
security lid

Packaging

Ice creams, sorbets, 
semifreddo, mousses, 
ice slushes and pastry 
in general

In a fresh and dry place for 
a short time (keep in a fridge 
for a better conservation)

Cesarin fruit purées are the perfect match between the freshness 
of the fruit and the versatility of use.

The Purées diFrutta are obtained from the processing of carefully selected fresh fruit, pasteurized 
and packaged in an exclusive aseptic doypack that keeps all the qualities of the raw material 
unaltered in a safe and protected environment that does not require refrigeration or preservatives.
 
The result is a purée with velvety consistency and intense aroma, ideal for guarantee a fresh 
and fruity note to all the ice cream and pastry creations.
Cesarin is a versatile line that guarantees excellent performance in different types of use.

* Added to ice cream, it maintains a creamy and soft texture and guarantees a perfect 
pleasantness on the palate
* In pastry it is unparalleled in giving an intense and lively flavour and colour to any type of 
preparation

A genuine and healthy product that contains 90% of fresh fruit, without any colours, artificial 
flavours or preservatives, ideal for experimenting with new recipes for ice cream, semifreddo, 
sorbets and pastries in general.

New Purée 
DiFrutta
an irresistible experience of 
fruit aromas and flavours 
always ready to use.



Raspberry

Fruit of the forest

Passion Fruit

Mango

Strawberry

Strawberry, Fruit of the forest, Mango, Raspberry, Passion fruit
Our flavours
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